
Simple and flexible 
mobile reading
• Remote reading of heat, cooling 

and water meters

• Collect meter data on the go 
with an app for smartphone or 
tablet

• Easy to get started without large 
investments

READy



It does not have to be hard to get started with remote meter reading. 
With READy mobile reading, you can say goodbye to manual readings, 
reporting via the internet and estimated calculations. Now you can 
personally read consumption data automatically, without disturbing 
your consumers.

Thus, READy mobile reading fits right into your daily operations and 
allows you to save time and money, and run a flexible business.

”READy just works! Even without a lot of training, 
it is easy to use and we avoid double work and 
minimize the risk of errors,” 

Olav Worm Nielsen,  
Thisted Water Company

”The reading of our meters has become much easier, 
and we can detect leakages faster to limit the water 
waste. At the same time, we do not have to think about 
data security and IT resources as Kamstrup takes care 
of this.” 

Operation Manager Per Møller,  
Børkop Waterworks
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READy Manager –  
a complete overview

Utilise your data to its full extend
Meter data is easily transferred to READy Manager which is a 
program on your PC that keeps track of and stores your meter data. 
READy Manager offers a variety of functions which easily gives you 
an overview of your data and the tools to utilise it to its full extend.

Complete overview
READy Manager visualises the consumption of individual meters as 
bar charts over a given period of time. You can easily get an overview 
of the exact consumption, making it a great tool to settle disputes 
and analyse unexpected consumption.

The data in READy Manager can be coupled with alarms to ease 
the troubleshooting and show any connections between the 
consumption and a given alarm. 

Grouping of meters
To make the mobile reading of the meters easy and clear, you 
can create groups in READy Manager, which include meters in a 
specific area. These groups can be read independently, giving you a 
detailed overview of the consumption and alarms and creating the 
foundation for further analysis. 

Reliable billing
Via the export feature of READy Manager, all registered consumption 
data can easily be exported directly to your billing system of choice, 
allowing you to save time and trouble related to the billing process.

The electronic safety lock in all Kamstrup 
meters ensures that you can only 
read the meters associated with your 
customer database, and protects the 
meter’s data against unwanted access. 
This ensures that only you can read the 
meters.

Easy to get started
A Install the app on your smartphone
B Synchronise with READy Manager
C Bring your smartphone along in 

your car

You are now ready to start the meter 
reading.

Mobile reading – collect 
your data on-the-go

With READy mobile reading you can automatically read your 
meters on the go. Using Google Maps, the meters are automatically 
located on a map on your smartphone or tablet.

When you drive, your smartphone automatically displays the 
nearby meters, which meters that are being read, and which 
meters that remains to be read. You do not have to follow a fixed 
route and the data is transferred so quickly that you can drive with 
normal speed and still collect all readings. 
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Think forward

Kamstrup A/S
Industrivej 28, Stilling
DK-8660 Skanderborg
T: +45 89 93 10 00
F: +45 89 93 10 01
info@kamstrup.com
kamstrup.com
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A flexible solution

Kamstrup’s solutions are built to grow with your company. If you 
choose READy mobile reading, you get the perfect solution for 
mobile reading of meters, and you also get a solution that can be 
expanded to a network with automatic meter readings – without you 
even having to get in the car. 

Besides simplifying the meter reading, a READy network solution 
opens the door to new possibilities for more effective pressure 
management, tracking of water waste and surveillance of your 
distribution network. 

Kamstrup service  
and hosting solutions

When you choose Kamstrup as your service partner, you get a 
dedicated specialist who is focused on giving you exactly the help 
you need. Our System Support solution gives you a trouble-free daily 
operation provided through fast and effective personal support for 
your meter reading system, when needed.

With a System Hosting Solution you are secured optimal IT 
performance with a minimal effort. You leave server operation, 
software installation, maintenance and data back-up to us. Choosing 
a Kamstrup hosting solution for your meter reading system allows 
you to spend more of your time and resources on what you do best – 
quite simply.


